
THE NEW 
LANGUAGE OF 
FORM



Suprematism and Constructivism 
Was a brief era of creative art that emerged in Holland and Russia  following 
WWI, the Russian Revolution, and emergence of the socialist state.



Suprematism 
and Constructivism 
Carried the influences of 
cubism and futurism and 
was  characterized by the 
experimentation of avant-
garde artists. 

Ilya Zdanevich,  
“Soirée du Coeur à 
Barbe” (Evening of the 
Bearded Heart), 1923



 
Russian painters, 
Wassily Kandinsky 
and Kasimir Malevich 
were inspired by 
cubism and futurism 
and rushed toward 
expressive and 
colorful painting  
styles.

Wassily Kandinsky 
Munich-Schwabing with 
the Church of St. Ursula, 
1908



Kasimir Malevich 
Self portrait, 1908 
(Expressionism)

 
Kasimir Malevich 
Soon surpassed 
his expressionist 
painting style in 
favor of basic 
forms and pure 
color he called 
suprematism.



Suprematism 
This style was 
the ultimate 
reductivist style  
of basic 
geometric forms 
which he felt 
evoked the very 
essence of art.

Kasimir Malevich 
Black Square, c. 1913



Suprematism 
Malevich created 
total geometric 
abstraction that 
was new and 
totally 
nonobjective.

Kasimir Malevich 
Suprematist 
Composition, 1915



Suprematism 
rejected utilitarian 
and pictorial art, 
instead sought the 
“supreme expression 
of feeling, seeking no 
practical values, no 
ideas, no promised 
land.”

Kasimir Malevich 
Suprematism, 1922



Suprematism 
Malevich rejected any 
social or political role 
and argued that art 
must remain 
essentially a spiritual 
activity apart from the 
utilitarian needs of 
society.

Kasimir Malevich 
Pervyi tsikl lektsii  
(First Circle of Lectures), 
1920



Wassily Kandinsky –
formerly a Moscow 
lawyer who studied 
painting in Munich, 
returned to Moscow 
after WWI but never 
could accept the 
changing Russian 
political ideology.



Wassily Kandinsky 
was offered a teaching 
position at the newly 
formed Bauhaus 
School in Germany 
and thus picked up his 
brushes and left 
Russia to become a 
leading color theorist 
and abstract 
expressionist painter.



Wassily Kandinsky 
Many of his abstract 
paintings carry the 
influence from his 
studies with Kasimir 
Malevich in Russia.

Wassily Kandinsky 
White, 1925



Constructivism 
Led by Vladimir 
Tatlin, constructivism 
rejected the idea of 
“art for art’s sake” and 
instead focused on 
industrial design.

Vladimir Tatlin, 
Design for Monument to the 
Third International 
Exhibition, 1920



Constructivism 
Russian artist Alexander Rodchenko  joined Tatlin and felt 
social responsibility superceded all personal expression in art.



Constructivism 
Rodchenko  quit 
painting and devoted 
his works to graphic 
design and 
photojournalism.

Alexander Rodchencko, 
cover for Lef magazine, 1923



Constructivism 
This poster was 
political propaganda 
depicting baby 
sucking on bullets and 
grenade pins for 
pacifiers – a reflection 
of Dadaist influences.

Alexander Rodchencko, 
There are no better dummies 
than old suckers, 1923



Constructivism 
The constructivist 
ideal was  best 
realized by painter, 
architect, graphic 
designer and 
photographer El 
(Lazar Markovich) 
Lissitzky.

El Lissitzky 
Self portrait, 1914



Constructivism 
In 1919 Marc 
Chagall invited 
Lissitzky to join the 
faculty of the art 
school near Moscow 
where he was 
undoubtedly 
influenced by 
Kasimir Malevich.

El Lissitzky 
PROUN 23 No. 6  
oil painting, 1919



Constructivism 
Lissitzky believed 
that the artist 
should be an 
agent for change. 
He saw the 
Russian 
Revolution as a 
new beginning 
for mankind.

El Lissitzky 
PROUNS (projects for the establishment of new art) oil painting, 1926



El Lissitzky 
Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge, 1926



Constructivism 
By 1921, El 
Lissitzky traveled 
to Berlin, Germany 
as an ambassador 
of Russian culture, 
particularly 
suprematist and 
constructivist 
design.  

Vesche magazine 
cover, 1922



Constructivism 
Lissitzky worked as a 
graphic designer and 
lectured abroad, 
including at the 
Bauhaus School. 

El Lissitzky  
and Hans  Arp, 
The Isms of Art, 1924



Constructivism 
Inside pages of Isms of Art are organized with geometric spatial divisions.



Constructivism 
El Lissitzky  
Merz magazine 
cover, 1924



El Lissitzky  
Pelikan Ink, 1924

Constructivism 
Lissitzky 
experimented with 
photography and 
type. 



El Lissitzky  
Exhibition poster, 
1929

Constructivism 
El Lissitzky  
returned to Russia 
and continued to 
work on 
propaganda and 
exhibitions 
promoting 
communist ideals.



El Lissitzky  
Basic Calculus, 
textbook cover, 1928

Constructivism 
Lissitzky devoted 
his career to print 
and book design 
which he felt could 
transmit ideas and 
knowledge to the 
people in ways that 
art could not.



Constructivism 
A master of the 
propaganda poster, 
Gustav Klutsis used 
his work to extol 
Soviet 
accomplishments . 

Gustav Klutsis 
Spartacadia, 1928



Constructivism 
Gustav Klutsis 
considered 
photomontage the 
ideal medium for  
constructing 
socialism.

Gustav Klutsis, 
Worker Men and Women: 
Everyone Vote in the 
Soviet Elections, 1930 



Constructivism 
Gustav Klutsis 
believed 
photomontage was 
the only medium of 
the future, replacing 
all other forms of art.

Gustav Klutsis, 
USSR: Shock Brigade Total 
Proletariat, 1930 



De Stijl 
Was formed by a 
group of Dutch 
architects and 
artists in the early 
1920s  influenced 
by Dada. 

Theo van Doesberg, 
Poster 1922



De Stijl 
Formed by a group 
of Dutch architects 
and artists in the 
early 1920s  which 
included Piet 
Mondrian and 
Gerrit Reitveld 
among its advocates. 

Piet Mondrian,  
Red, Yellow, and Blue, 
1927



De Stijl 
Working in an 
abstract geometric 
style, De Stijl 
artists sought 
universal laws of 
balance and 
harmony for art, 
which could then 
be a prototype for 
a new social order.

Gerrit Reitveld, 
Schröder House, 1924



De Stijl 

Gerrit Reitveld, 
Red and Blue Chair, 
1917



De Stijl 
Theo van 
Doesberg founded 
De Stijl magazine  
and launched a 
movement based 
on rectilinear 
planes absent all 
decoration except 
color, and only in 
primary hues.

Theo van Doesburg 
and László Moholy-
Nagy, 

Principles of Modern 
Design, 1925



De Stijl graphic 
design was strictly 
functional and  
tightly organized 
into rectangles and  
negative spaces.  



De Stijl design 
insisted on using 
only geometric sans 
serif type.



Suprematism and De Stijl spread to Eastern Europe 
where artists in Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary applied 
the avant-garde ideas of cubism and futurism in their designs.

Henryk Berlewi 
Poland

Ladisnav Sutnar 
Czechoslovakia

László Moholy-Nagy 
Hungary



Henryk Berlewi 
His Mechano-faktura 
theory determined 
that modern art was 
filled with illusionist 
pitfalls, so he 
mechanized painting 
and design.

Henryk Berlewi 
Poland

Henryk Berlewi, Poland 
Plutos Chocolates brochure, 1925



Ladisnav Sutnar  
Sutnar used strong 
geometric 
juxtapositioning to 
create a focal point 
and unify disparate 
images in his 
compositions.

Ladisnav Sutnar, Czechoslovakia 
Getting Married, 1929



László Moholy-Nagy 
Moholy-Nagy saw 
type as form and 
texture composed of 
rectangles, lines and 
spatial intervals.

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Hungary 
Avant-garde publication i10, 1929



What happened to the revolutionary 
modernists in Russia? 
The founder of Suprematism and an 
abstract painter, Kasimir Malevich was 
resigned to accept the change in political 
attitudes under Joseph Stalin’s new 
regime which detested modern art. 
As a consequence, many of his works were 
confiscated and he was banned from 
creating and exhibiting similar art.

Kasimir Malevich 
Black Square, c. 1913



What happened to the 
constructivists? 
Throughout the 1920s, Alexander 
Rodchenko's work was very abstract. In 
the 1930s, with the changing Party 
guidelines, he gave up painting and 
concentrated on sports photography and 
images of parades, and organized 
photography exhibits for the government.

Alexander Rodchencko, 
There are no better dummies 
than old suckers, 1923



What became of constructivism? 
Joseph Stalin closed down the artists’ 
unions and avant-garde artists had to 
adapt to the new climate or risk being 
blacklisted. El Lissitzky’s work gave in to 
Soviet Realism. He continued creating 
exhibition art for the government. Yet in 
1938, the commission rejected his 
proposal for the Soviet exhibition at the 
New York World’s Fair. 

El Lissitzky  
Exhibition poster, 
1929



Where did they go? 
A loyal Communist, Gustav Klutsis was 
nonetheless arrested in Moscow on 
January 17, 1938, as he prepared to leave 
for the New York World's Fair. Then he 
disappeared and was believed to have been 
executed by Joseph Stalin's order soon 
after his arrest.

Gustav Klutsis, 
Worker Men and Women: 
Everyone Vote in the 
Soviet Elections, 1930 




